Make your own sculptural sea creatures from marine debris

**How to make... a rope and net octopus**

**MATERIALS:**
- pieces of colourful fishing net
- pieces of rope cut between 20-20cm approximately
- scissors
- Glue or Needles and fishing line
- pencil/pen
- "Eyes " - use eye shaped debris such as fishing weights. If there are no eye shaped debris, you can use google eyes

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

**STEP 1.** Bunch together ghost net material to make a ball around the size of an orange

**STEP 2.** Place another piece of net over the top of the bunch to secure it, tie at the bottom, and sew this into place securely.

**STEP 3.** Stitch on some ropes to the octopus body for the tentacles.

**STEP 4.** Add eyes and decorations

**STEP 5.** Ensure all parts are well fixed.

**STEP 6.** SHARE WITH US email your creations to web@anmm.gov.au